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bur modern society demands that high school graduates be
•well-rounded indi-viduals who have had the opportunity -to peruse
more than one book or article on a given subject, and to draw con¬
clusions and form opinions from their reading* In order for
students to obtain more than one source of information, the school
libraxy has become a great force £rom within the educational move¬
ment, assuming a place equal in impor-bance to that of any other
depar-tment of •the sdiool* Ihe fact that the library has become
important in the to-tal school program is pointed up by the following
statement:
The library has become one of the basic essentd.als in
every modern high school. The Importance of the library
in the instructional program has been gaining momentum
during the past two or three decades. This has been due
to the changing emphasis in methods of teaching. The
narrow, formal book-learning type of education is being
replaced by methods which encourage critical and reflective
thinking, wide use of materials in search of information
and extensive use of supplementary references*^
Ihe fact that a school libraxy exists to provide materials
to implement the curriculum and that standards have been set up and
Hall, Inc.,




actainistered by accrediting agencies to see that this is done
gives added impetus to the development of good library services
in Florida schools*
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this stuctjr is to analyze^ interpret and
evaluate according to state, regional and national standards the
facilities, services, and uses of the Rochelle High School Library
in Lakeland, Florida, The following aspects of the library are
analyzed: materials, personnel, library activities, finance, quarters
and equii»ient, and Ihe use of the library by students and teachers.
In the light of the findings, plans and suggestions for future develop¬
ment and improvement of the library are made.
Significance
Thla survey may be used by officials to discover any de-
flciences in library services to students and teachers of Rochelle
High School, and Kill serve as the basis for future planning to
meet the needs of an increasing population gronth. This study mill
ascertain the extent to ithich the lltarary is successful in meeting
the objectives of the school and the needs of the students and
teachers.
Methodology
Data Here collected according to procedures set forth in A
Planning Guide for the High Sdiool Library Program.^
^Frances Henne, Ruth Ersted and Alice Lohrer, A I^anning Guide
for the ffl.gh School Library Program (Chicago: American Library
Association, 1^51^.
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Methods of securing data included observation of quarters,
materials and services; interviess sith school administrators,
teachers and students* The foUosing checklists of materials sere
utilized to determine the adequacy of the book and periodical col¬
lections t A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools^, A
Basic Book Collection for High Schools^, Magaaines for Sdiool
Libraries^, and Standard Catalog for High School Libraries - and
Supplement^* Audio-Visual School Library Services^ sas used as a
guide in determining the adequacy of the audio-visual collection.
Quantitative and qualitative state, regional and national school
library standards sere applied in the various areas* National
standards sere determined through the use of School Libraries for
Today and Tomorrowt Functions and Standards^; regional standards
^A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools. (2nd ed.,
Chicago: American tibraiy Association, 1956}*
^A Basic Book Collection for High Sdiools. (6th ed., Chicago:
American Library Association, 19^7K
^aura K. Martin, Magazines for School Libraries (rev* ed.:
Nes York: H. W. Wilson Co*, 195(5)'.” ^
Standard Catalog fqr High School Libraries and Supplements
(Nes York: ll. W. Wilson Co*, 1952-^7). ~
^tergaret Rufsvold, Audio-Visual School Library Service
(Chicago: American Library Association, 19U9J*
^American Library Association* American Association of
School Librarians, School Libraries for Today and Tomo:^ow: Functions
and Standards (Chicago: American library 'Asso'ciation, i9u9j*
were determined through the use of Section F of Evaluative Criteria^,
1950 edition used by the Southern Asaxiatdon of Secondary Schools
and Colleges to evaluate libraries, and state standards were de->
terndned by the use of Standards of Accreditation of Florida Schools^.
Charaoteris1d.cs of the community were taken from the Factual
Survey of Lakeland^ of tiie Lakeland, FioidLda Chamber of Commerce
and from Characteristics of the Population^ of the Census report on
Florida,
Characteristics of the school were taken from Rochelle
Junior-Senior High School Faculty Handbook^ 1956-19^7^, a handbook
prepared by the faculty for the use of the evaluating committee of
the Southern Association of Secondary Schools,
Information about the general use of the libraiy was taken
from a record kept l^y the librarian for a period of one week. This
information was used to determine the attendance and use of the
library by students and teadiers.
Characteristics of the Communily
Rochelle High School is located in Lakeland, one of Florida's
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, Library
Services (Section "F" of Evaluative Criteria, 1950 edition) (Washington,
D, C,: Cooperative Study of Secondary Sdiool Standards, 1950),
%tate Department of Education, Standards for Accreditation of
Florida Schools (Tallahassee: State DeparSent~of"'EducaMon7~T95im
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Chamber of Commerce, Factual Suirvey of Lakeland (Lakeland:
Chamber of Commerce, 1959)*
S, Bureau of Census, U, S, Census of Population; 1950,
^aracteristics of toe Population, Part X, Florida. Chapter B(Washington, 1),C,: Govemiwnt Printing Office, 1950),




most beautiful cities of the lake and ridge section. Founded in
188U, Lakeland today has a population of approximately U3,500 of
which 20 percent or 9,700 are Negroes, and is one of the fastest
groj/ing cities in the state. This is borne out by the fact that
the United States Census Report for 195C)^ listed the population of
Lakeland as 30,8^1 and the increase to its present size of U3,500
listed by the Chamber of Commerce^ represents an increase of Ul
percent for the nine-year period, 1950-1959.
Located near the exact center of Florida, Lakeland is the
hub of the industrial and agricultural section of the state, and
is the largest city in Polk County, Florida which has a population
in excess of 170,000.^
Lakeland boasts of 12 fresh water lakes within its corporate
limits, and is located on one of the hi^iest elevations in Florida,
being 2lU feet above sea level,
Indus tries.—There are several lypes of industries located
in Lakeland, the largest of which is the citrus industry, Ihe head¬
quarters for the citrus industry, The FLorida Citrus Commission,
which serves as the regtilatory body is located here, along with
Florida Citrus Mutual, a huge citrus cooperative whose members produce,
process, and sell 90 percent of the state’s entire citrus crop. Cattle
^U, S, Bureau of Census, U, S, Census of Population, 1950,
Characteristics of the Population. Part X,Florida, Chapter B (Washing-
ton, fi, C,i Ciovernneni itinting Office, 1950), p, 10-18,
A
‘^Chamber of Commerce, Factual Survey of Lakeland (Lakeland:
Oiamber of Commerce, 1959), p, 2,
3lbid.
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raising is another important industry and the Lakeland Cattlemen’s
Livestock Auction Market is one of the largest in the entire state.
The phosphate industry is also centered in the Lakeland area and
approximately 75 percent of all the phosphate produced in the United
States is mined within 25 miles of Lakeland and in Polk County,
Substantial supplies of timber, including pine, cypress and hard¬
woods are available in the Lakeland area. Agriculture and the tourist
industry are the two remaining industries which afford a livelihood
for the people of Lakeland. Much of the work relative to the indus¬
tries is done by Negroes, Other employment includes domestic and
general services, A small percentage of the city's business is owned
and oi)erated by Negroes,^
Transportation and communication,—Lakeland is located at
the intersection of U, S. Highways 92 and 98, and it is on the Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad, Greyhound and Trailways Bus Companies and
National Airlines also serve the community. Communication media
include one daily newspaper; three radio stations, one affiliated
with the National Broadcasting Company, one affiliated with the Mutual
Broadcasting Company, and one independent station; and access to five
television channels, with studios in Tampa, St, Petersburg, and Orlando,
Florida,
Rochelle Junior-Senior High School, op, cit., p, 6.
Educational institutions.—Institutions of learning in
Lakeland include a parochial elementary school, 12 public elementary
schools, three junior high schools, two senior hi^ schools and
several nurseries and kindergartens, Of this number two of the
elementary schools,; one of the junior high schools, one of the
senior high schools are for Negroes, Florida Southern College, a
co-educational liberal arts college sponsored ly the Methodist
Church is also located here. This college is not open for Negroes
to enroll in its classes, but Negroes are allowed to attend exhibits,
concerts, and to use other facilities on a limited basis,
There is a city owned public library which has a branch for
Negroes who also have access to the Florida Southern College Library
which has a collection of approximately 69,000 volumes,^
Gov^naraent and climate,—Lakeland has a commission-*nanager
form of govenament and it maintains a modern police department, fire
department, light and water department, hospital, library, recreation
department, health and welfare department. The hospital, library,
recreation and fire departments are governed by advisory boards which
searve without pay.
The climate is considered idealj wann in winter and fanned
■fay cooling breezes in the summer. The annual mean ten^aerattire is 72.2
degrees. Rainfall is normal, with the sun shining approximately 72
2
percent of the daylight hours throughout the year.
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Religion*—There are 28 churches serving the Negro community
representing the folloNing denominations: Baptists, 11; Methodists,
five; Adventist, one; Holiness, eight; Jehovah Witnesses, two; and
Catholic, one*^
Recreation.—There are no museums, art galleries, planetarlums,
bo1»nnloal gardens, or zoos in this community. Forums, luceums, and
operas are not accessible to Negro members of the community. The only
plays and musical performances accessible to Nagzx>es are their omn
performances. Other recreational facilities available for Negroes
Include the city-sponsored snimming pool and tennis courts, a clty-
omned recreation center eith tno trained leaders, a lighted soft-
ball diamond and a sunmier recreation program Kith teachers firom the
regular school staff in diarge. Ihere is one -Uieater available to
Negroes of the community.^
Many organized service groups contribute to the social life
and educational program of the commanlty* %ese groups Include the
American Legion, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Negro Chamber of Commerce,
Elks Lodge, Masonic Lodges, and the Parent-Teacher Associations.
Housing and health.—The housing fa(dlitLes for Negroes in
Lakeland are better than average. There are three housing projects
ehlch help to relieve the problem of adequate housing for those




several land development projects Initiated in recent years and
many families are purchasing homes. Hoeever, the majority of
families in '^s ocnmnunity rent*^
Health facilities for Uie community are considered fair. Ihere
are three medical doctors and tao dentists in the Negro community.
Hospital accommodations are Inadequate at the city-operated hospital
and clinical services may be secured at the City Health Clinic and
the Polk County Hospital in Bartoa, Florida, ahich provides medical
attention for persons mho are unable to pay for these services.^
Characteristios of the School
Ihe William A, Rochelle Hlg^ Sdiool serves the northaest
section of Polk County and the City of Lakeland as a high school
center for Negroes. It is the largest of the five Negro high schools
in Polk County, and pupils are transported to the school from Eaton
Park, ahich is five miles and Medulla, ahich is six miles aaay. Of
the junior and senior high sdiool pupils 95*8 percent come from the
commuxxLty in?oper ahich is the first and fourth quandrant of the city
3
of Lakeland.
Rochelle High School is the only secondary school in this





Lakeland had its beginning nhen a group of civic minded citizens
started the first public school in ;Mborehead on the site of the
present Uoorehead Elementary School in 1908« As the population
moved northmard and Ihe school's enrollment gres, there arose a
need for a nee school on the north side of toen. So a nee elementary
s(^ool eas built and named Washington Park School*
In 1927» Washington Park School eas expanded to a high school,
Washington Park High School, and the present south building of
Rodielle Elementary School housed that high school* In 19U7 the
name eas dianged to William A. Rochelle High School in honor of
Professor William A. Rochelle, one of Lakeland's pioneer teachers
and citizens*^
Ihe present senior high school bail(h.ng mas built in 19^
at a cost of $lUO,000 and the old Rochelle IQ^gh School building
housed the first Rochelle Junior Hi^ School* The cmifeterla,
gymnasium, auditorium, industrial arts, and agricmltural buildings
and the present junior high school building mere adcted to the high
school plant in 195U at a cost of $ljl6,000*^
The faculty of Rochelle High School System consists of tmo
principals, 30 teachers, 17 in the senior high school and 13 in the
junior high school* Of this number five seirve both junior and senior
high schools* These include the business eclucation teacher, home





teacher* Eadi of ■the principals and 12 of "the 30 •teachers hold
mas'ber's degrees^ •while •the remaining l8 •teachers hold bachelor's
degrees*
There is a -bo^tal enrollment of 7Ub pupils in grades seven
through 12; 35 of ahich are transported by county main^tained buses
from •the communi^ties mentioned earlier in •this s^tuc^* According to
Table 1 •there is a defini'te cbrop in •the enrollment af-ter the nin^bh
gradO) ahich indica-bes •that some guidance is needed along Kith a
s'buc^ of community patterns to keep the pupils in school* The drop
is due •to several factors, steimiiing from lack of in'terest to the
need for aork to help out in family si-tuations (see Table l)*^
Ihere aere 71 graduates in •the 1959 class of Rochelle High
School. Rochelle High School has an average of 5^ to 60 students
graduating annually, ai-th approximately 75 percent of -them going to
college* ^
Curriculum offerings include ^glish, ma-thematics, vocational
home economics, science, business educa-tion, diversified cooperative
training, incius^brial arts, vocational agricul-ture, music, socdal
stuciies, French and physicuil education*
Extra curricular activities and organizations in ahlch pupils
may participa-be are as folloast student couci<^l., library club,
Varsilgr R dub, Nea Farmers of America, Nea Homemakers of America,
^Annual Report to the Supervising Principal, by Stephen N.
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Junior and Senior Honor Society and the Terpsidioreans. A regular
class period of 55 minutes is given for student activities five
times a «eek*
Objectives of the School
The pbilosof^y and objectives of Rochelle High School are
stated in the following manner in the Faculty Handbook prepared for
the Evaluating Committee of the Southern Association of Secondary
SiAools and Collegess
Our {diilosophy is based on the belief that we should
prepare each student to take his place in a dianging
society.
Believing that education should develop the heart,
hands, and minds, we feel that our sdiool should provide
13
e^erieoces and sources of Information that mill lead
to the fullest development of students as eell-rounded
individuals.^
Objectivest
1. To promote a heaBiifiil and safe environment In
mhioh teaehersy otaildren» and parents mork
together in harnonsr*
2. Tb develop the ability to think and evaluate
constructively and creatively*
3. To develop democratic beliefs, values, and
practices.
U. To develop the ability to adjust to life situations.
5. To use eisely human, natural, and material resources.
6. To develop effective self-discipline.
7. To develop moral and spiritual values.
8. To appreciate and respond to 'Ute beautiful.
2
9. To acquire and develop skills in the tools of learning.
Objectives of the Library
The library of Rochelle High School mas started in 1932 mith
the first books being made up for the most part of gifts from in¬
terested patrons and friends. The State Department of Education
became Interested in the library program and granted a scholarship
to one of the teachers of the school to study during the summer in
the field of library service,^
The Negro branch of the Lakeland Public Library mas added
%o(helle Junier Senior High School, op. cit., p. 1*
2lbld.
^nterviee mith Mrs. E. L. IXinbar, Principal, Rochelle
Jurdor High School, May lii, 1959*
lU
to the already existing school library and the nei» books Here
supplied from the city library; both the high school library and
the city branch being housed in the high sdiool under the direction
of the teaoher>librarian.
In 193li the city built a center for its branch library and
moved its collection from the school into its onn quarters. The
Polk County Board of Public Instruction 'Uien began to give a fen
books each year in an effort to build up and keep the school library
in operation.^
The library of Bochelle Hl^ School is unique in that it is
the only one of the five Negro hi^ sdiool libraries in Polk County
that serves only junior-senior high school pupils.
The philoso];^y and objectives of the library are stated belon:
We believe that the Bo<^elle High School Library is
one of the most important laboratories in the school, for
it tends to help students develop abilities and habits of
purposefully using books and libraries in attaining their
goals of living. It further seeks to create an atmosphere
favorable to the gronth of the reading habit and the
development of desirable social relationships.
The library also seeks, in cooperation with the faculty
and students, to carry out the following objectives:
1, To work with teachers and students in the selection
and use of various types of materials to integrate
and correlate all subjects.
2, To develop reading habits, skills, and abilities.
3, To develop Interests, attitudes, and habits of
study which lead to tiae use of the library in




U* lb develop desirable social relationships of
cooperation, tact, leadership, tolerance, and
feiJ.oiiship»
To stimulate original thinking 'Uius arousing
the creative impulse.
6. Tb develop the reading liablt for recreation,
enjoyment^and stindlation'and to elevate reading
interests and tastes.
7. To train students for independent study and con¬
tinuing self-education.
8. To supply some professional books to promote in-
service training of teachers.1
^fiochelle Junior-Senior High School, op. cit., p. 53
CHAPTER II
GENERAL USE OF THE LIBRARY
Since the school library serves all a^^cts of the school
program, care should be taken to place it ehere it is easily
ireadied by the most classes, with the least traffic conflicts*
If possible, it should be removed from other areas in ehicb noise
is a necessity such as the band, gymnasium and the playgrounds*^
Accessibility Factors
Accessibility of the library to pupils*—^The Rochelle High
School Library is centrally located in the main corridor of the
senior high school building vhidi has 11 classrooms, eith an out¬
side entrance through vhich the junior high school pupils may enter
fdthout coming in direct contact mith pupils from the senior high
school* The junior high school building is located 20 feet firom
the senior high school building and these are connected by covered
malks mhich make the library accessible in all kinds of leather*
The location of the library is desirable because of its accessi¬
bility to all pupils and teachers that it serves, and because it
^tate Department of Education* The Materials Cent^*




is not near the noise of the pAiysical education classes, odors ftrom
the science and home economics classes, or the noise from the band
or chozxis. The sdiool building consists of only one floor.
Procedures for sdMtting students to the library.—The library
is accessible to aU students throu^out tiie school day, but students
must have permits signed by dlassrodm teachers before they are admitted.
A study group is sdieduled to the library for six periods during the
day, excluding the activity period. The librarian is responsible
for the supervision of these study groups.
Textbook mork in the school library.—Students at B-ochells
High S<dtool Library are permitted to prepare textbook assignments
in the library. This is a situation shlch cannot be avoided since
regularly sdieduled study groups are in the library every oLass
period in the day.
Use of the library exclusively for library purposes«~»The
Rodielle High School Library is not used exclusively for library
purposes. It is used also for faculty meetings after school and for
administering tests. Ihese tests are not given at any specific time,
but Interrupt library services to pupils ehen they are administered.
Library hours.—The Rochelle High School Library is open
during the entire school dSQr Including the lunch hour. The daily
sdiedule is from 8s00 A.U. to liiOO P.U., affording the use of the
library 30 minutes before school opens and 30 minutes after it closes.
The library is closed during the summer months and does not
have a policy of lending materials for use during the vacation period.
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The public libraiy has a branch for Negroes nhich provides library
facilities the entire year.
Attendance and Use
The main objective of any good school library is to get
as many pupils as possible to use the materials available to them.
In order to get the pupils to use these Biaterlals they must be aeare
of ehat is available. Salesmanship of library materials is as im¬
portant in the school as that of any eell-organized department store.
When students knoe that materials are available for their use they
Dill come into the library to use them or to borrow those whldi can
be taken out for home use.
Student use and attendance.—A record of student attendance
at Rodielle High School Library eas kept for a typical eeek> that
of April 13 - 17» 1959» The record showed that from ll5 to 185
students visited the library daily. Of this number 120 were assigned
to stuiy halls held in the library and the remaining number were ad¬
mitted by permits from teachers. This figure included attendance
before and after school. Ihe total attendance for the week was 720,
indicating that every student in Uie school used the library at least
once during the typical week (see Table 2).
Teatdier use and attendance.—Successful library service in
the sdhool means cooperative efforts of teachers and the librarian.
Just as the student must know what materials are available if they
are to be used effectively, so must teachers know what is available
so that they can use them and motivatel^eitrpupils to use them.
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TABLE 2
STUDENT AND TEACHER USE AND ATTENDANCE IN ROCHELLE HICSH SCHOOL
LIBRARY DORING A TYPICAL WEEK, APRIL 13 - 1?, 19^9



































School 2 2 6 1 6 1 3 2 7
8:30-
9:35 3 • • • lU • • • 8 • • • 10 9 9 9 38 1
9:38-
10:33 23 2 32 • • • 16 • • • 32 1 20 • • •
10:36-
11:31 37 1 29 • • • 28 • 9 • 30 • • • 39 • • «
ll:3li-
12:29 7 • • • Ih • • • 9 9 9 9 8 • • e U2 • « •
12:30-
1:01 3 u 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 3
1;0U-
1:59 5 • # • 10 • • • ll 1 9 • • • 17 • • •
2:02-
2:35 27 • • • 55 U- • • • 9 ♦ ♦ • 12 • • •
2:35-
3:30 8 • « • 9 • • • 8 • ♦ • 8 • • • 8 • • •
After
School 2 2 5 2 k 3 2 2 U 2
Tbtal 115 11 173 11 132 13 112 9 188 13
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Teachers should bring, not sand, their pupils to the library,
and should knon T»hether or not materials are a'Tailable to supple¬
ment and/or complement their classroom teaching* It is impossible
for teachers to knoe ehat is available unless they frequent the
library. Ihe teachers of Bochelle High School do use the library
daily* For the meek of April 13-17» 1959» a record eas kept of
teadiers using the library* This record revealed that 28 of the
30 teachers, or 90 percent used the library during this week*
Each teacher has at least one non-teaching period during the day,
and the record revealed that many of them used the library before
and after school* Table 3 reveals that during the meek that the
record mas kept that 22 of the 30 teachers brought or sent students
from their classes to the library more than once during the meek*
Circulation
Circulation of books and library materials is one of the
main reasons for having a library. Included in Bochelle High School
Library objectives mere the foUoming: (a) to develop the reading
habit for recreation, enjoyment, and stimulation and to elevate
reading interests and tastes; and (b) to train students for inde¬
pendent study and continuing self-education. In order to get
students to develop and attain these objectives it becomes necessary
for students to check out books and materials for use outside the
library* Ihis necessitates loan policies for the circulation of
materials to classrooms, for home circulation, return of books and
the collection of fines for overdue materials*
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TABLE 3
NUMBm OF TEACHERS IN ROCHELLE HIGH SCHOOL THAT USED IHE





Number of Teatoers in Each
Department Vho Sent or Brought










English k 3 2 e e e
Social Science It • It • • • 1J.
Home Economics 2 1 1 • e e
Science 5 It 1 .# e •
Music 2 1 1 e e •
Mathematics It 2 1 1
Physical Education It 3 1 • # •
Shop , 2 1 1 e • e
Excep'tional Education 1 1 e • # e e «
Agricul-bure 1 1 e • • • e e
Commercial 1 1 e e e • • •
Total 30 22 8 2
Books are circulated for a period of seven days, ifith the
privilege of reneiting them for an additional seven days. A fine of
two cents is diarged for eadi day that the book is overdue. Reference
books and magazines do not circulate. Audio-visual materials and
equipment are housed in •toe library and are circula-ted by toe librarian.
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Policies relative to these materials nill be discussed in a subse¬
quent diapter.
Henne, Ersted and Lohrer had this to say about circulation
statist!ost
Circulation figures should not be overemphasized,
and gains or losses in circulation do not constitute
in tho&selves a reliable measure of the success or failure
of a library program*^
No daily circulation record is kept at Rochelle High School;
however, a record was kept for the month of April, 195? in order to
determine the circulation of books by students. The materials are
classified under the major divisions of the Dewey Decimal Classi¬
fication System. Table 2; reveals that fiction has the greatest
number of withdrawals during the month, 2^0; followed by literature
wltb 110. Biography, geography and travel, and applied science each
had 7^ withdrawals. The least number of books charged out of the
library was in the field of philology which had only one book with¬
drawn.
Implementing the Use of the Library
All of the activities of the librarian should be aimed toward
implementing the use of the library. This can best be done by making
materials available. Lucile Fargo said;
ihe library cannot stop with procuring books. It makes
them available. It subscribes to the policy of the open
%enne, Ersted and Lohrer, op. cit., p. 35.
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TABLE U






General Works 5 • • e 5
Philosophy 3 • • e 3
Religion 10 # * • 10
Social Sciences 20 5 25
Philology 1 • e ♦ 1
Bire Science 30 15 U5
Applied Science 75 50 125
Fine Arts 10 e • • 10
Literature no e • • no
World History 25 10 35
Geograpl:y and Travel 75 e • • 75
History 68 e • • 68
Biography 75 e e • 75
Short Stories 25 • • e 25
Fiction 250 • • • 250
Total 782 80 862
door and the open shelf... The mere presence in the school
of a Hide variety of reading materials in a room open to
all carries forward tiie reading program quite effectively
as fortaal Ins-bniction.^
^Lucile F, Fargo, The Library in the Sdiool (Uth ed,,
Chicago: American Library Association, 19h7)., p. 35.
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Bie library serves as the materials center for the entire
s<iiool, and should be thought of as more liian a laboratory for ex¬
panding classroom assignments. In order to encourage tree reading
for pleasure as eell as for supplementing assigmoents additional
techniques for in^lementing the use of the Rochelle High School
Library have been employed by the eriter. The most effective of
these tediniques used are displays^ assembly programs> book talks
to small groups of students in the library, faculty discussions of
books in certain fields, and the Rochelle Book News, a periodic,
annotated bulletin of nee acquisitions.
If this program of implementation is to be successful, there
must be cooperative efforts existing among the librarian, teachers
and students. Teachers and students must be encouraged to knoe the
resources of the library and to use them to enhance their studly and
teaching.
Motivating student use of the library*—Teachers must take
the lead in motivating students to use the library through assign¬
ments ehich supplement textbooks and classroom materials and to
encourage f^ee reading. The librarian should aid teachers by
supplying them mith information about nee additions to the collection.
The librarian can also nork eith teachers in teaching the use of the
library so that students mill knos the arrangement of the library,
hoN to find material for themselves, and mill lUlly appreciate the
library's functions, resources and services.
Students are urged to use the resources of the library
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through displj^s which they help plan and execute. The library
bulletin board serves as the center for -Uiese displays and the
displays are changed frequently. The large bulletin boards in the
halls are assigned to the library for Children's Book Week and
National Library Week. Assembly programs are also planned and
executed by the students and are presented annually during Children's
Book Week and National Library Week. The librarian is available for
consultation to aid all students and teachers in any way with the
services which the library offers.
Summary
Ihe Bochelle High School Library is centrally located with
respect to the students and the teachers which it serves, and it is
away from the noisy areas of the school. All students have access
to the library during the school day, but because of scheduled stud^^
halls in the library every period except the activiiy period, it is
necessary to admit students by a signed permit from the classroom
teadier. The librarian makes no distinction about the type of work
that students oust do so that those students in the library may be
using library materials or doing textbook assignments. Borrowers
cards are not used, and materials are circulated to all teachers
and students of the school.
Bodielle High School Library is open from 6 A.M. to k P.M.
daily during the school year, but the library is not used exclusively
for library sezyices, as some tests given by the school are adminis¬
tered in the room, and faculty meetings are held in the library after
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school.
Because of regularly sdieduled stuc|y groups to the library
for six ^5 minute periods eadi day^ student attendance and use is
very good at the Bochelle High Sdiool Library. Much of this use
of the library is due to this situation. Attendance by teadtiers at
Rochelle High School is very good. There are no lounges for teachers
in tile school so that eith a non-teaching period many teachers go
into the library for lack of a more comfortable place to spend this
period.
Circulation of library materials was also very good. This
Kas due in part to teacher interest in the school library program
and assignments made by them. The renewed emphasis of the entire
school on reading, both for pleasure and for Information also helped
the circulation of library materials. Due to the demand for books
and the limited collection, clrculatiLon mas limited to seven days
mith the privilege of renewing books for an additional seven days.
Reference books and magazines do not circulate; however, they may
be checked out for classroraa use, but they must be returned by the
end of the school day.
Many activities are carried on by the librarian to stimulate
interest in library materials* Included in these are varied and
diversified tuUetln boards, assembly programs, book talks to students
end a mimeograpbed book news. The Rochelle Book News, designed to let
teachers and students know mhat new materials are available in the
library. These activities rec^ulre the librarian to be constantly on
the lookout for new and interesting means of publicizing the library.
CHAPTER III
LIBRARY ACTIl/ITIES VGSL STCDENTS AHD TEAOiTES
Bvexy materials specialist Is conoeroed eilii the evaluation
of the services he offers through materials. "All those affected hy
the services have a contribution to make in working for improvement.
Cooperatively, the materials specialist, or librarian, works witii
others in the school to determine goals, accomplishments, and ways
of planning for better services."^
Library Services to Students
Good library service to pupils should be the most important
aspect of the library's fkinotlon. Materials in the library cross
subject matter lines and are provided to satisfy the interests of
all pupils and teachers. The library is effective only in so far
as the pupils and teachers use its services to acquire ideas, in¬
formation, recreation and inspiration. Books and other materials
are distributed to the classrooms, laboratories, shops and for home
use as needed. Students are allowed to select from the shelves
books whidi Interest them, as well as being given aid in selecting
materials for reports and other classroom assignments.
The i^llosophy of Rodielle High School included a statement
^p. cit.. p. 128.
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Khlch said} 'hie feel that our school should provide experiences and
sources of information that sill lead to the fullest development of
students as sell-rounded individuals*”^
In keeping sith this philosoidiy the library recognizes that
planned student activities are necessary to any sell-rounded school
program. So the librarian undertakes her responsibility for guiding
pupils into leadership positions through sork sith litaraxy clubs and
her student assistants in the planning and execution of assembly
programs and bulletin board displays*
Reading guidance.—Reading guidance is one of the most im¬
portant services that the library can give to secondary school pupils*
L* W* Babb, sriting in the English Journal had this to say about
reading guidance:
The high school librarian serves as a counselor for
adolescents in many fields, but her greatest satisfaction
is achieved in the area of guidance in recreational read¬
ing* Through her training and experience, she has developed
the ability to select sorthshile books mhich high s<^ool
young people enjoy reading* Her dally diallenge appears
mith the opportunity to help a boy or girl choose the right
book from the collection.2
Because of its unique function of housing reading materials,
the library should play a very special part in the total reading
program of the school. The librarian has had special courses in
reading techni(^es and skills, and participates in the reading program
JPp* cit., p* 1*
2l, W, Babb. "Guidance in Recreational Reading," English
Journal, XLI (April, 1952), 201*
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of the school as a member of the reading committee, This committee
is responsible for planning reading projects designed to stimulate
reading as a skill and as a worthwhile leisure-time activity, and
it Tises various means of stimulating interest in reading. Con¬
ferences and informal conversations wilh pupils about their interests,
hobbies and vocational goals help the librarian to offer students
reading materials on their interest level and commensurate with ttieir
reading ability. Displays and publicity in the library and that
sent to the classroom teachers is geared to draw attention to good
reading materials in the library.
The librarian helps pupils locate materials which they need
to complete assignments, and to find materials for pleasTirable
reading. The librarian tries to create an atmosphere in the library
conducive to the formation of good reading habits, and along with
subject teachers tries to develop in pupils the necessary reading
skills, habits and attitudes which will help them to acquire an
appreciation for good literature. Students must also be given
reading guidance that can help them to imderstand, interpret and
evaluate idiat they have read,
A good librarian tries to learn the reading ability of each
pupil and to get as many pupils as possible to read materials com¬
mensurate with their ability. Reading profile charts are kept on
each student at Rochelle High School and the librarian makes use
of these charts in an effort to bring the right book and the right
child togeliier.
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Social guidance,—A well-rounded, socially adjusted student
is one of the aims of all good teaching, and as a service agency in
the school the library is a vital factor in helping to solve personal
problems of the students. The type of services offered, its method
of operation, the continuous service of the library idiroTighout the
school life of the individual and on into adult life malo^ the library
an important part of the social guidance program.
Many educators believe that ‘Hie librarian must take an active
part in personal and social adjtustment. One writer has said;
The library can help to meet many personal needs of
the pupils throu^ book content. Often it can provide
guidance for the child who needs a greater understanding
of himself or of others.
This may be accomplished by presenting fact or fiction
about persons having problems similar to those of Ihe
reader. In readi^ a story a boy or girl vicariously
goes through tiie experiences described thereby gaining in¬
sight into his own problems by seeing how others who have
been confronted with similar problems have attacked and
solved them.^
Further emphasis was given to this idea of the librarian
helping the social and piersonal guidance program by another writer
who said;
The librarian has an excellent opportunity for helping
children adjust socially throu^ the selection of books.
^P, C, Burns, "Reading Guidance for Personality Adjustments,"
National Eleiaentary Principal, XXII (September, 19^1),
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through pupil assistance with the work of the library
and through discussion and conversation. The trick is
to supply the right book for the right child,1
The librarian at Rochelle High School adheres to these
principles and makes every effort to get the right book to the right
child at the ri^t time by talking with pupils individually where
possible and making suggestions of materials which she thinks will
meet their needs. She endeavors to help students become socially
adjusted by trying to instill in them respect for public property.
Constant reminders to individuals and to groups in the library about
the proper care of books, furniture and other library materials help
to point up to students proper behavior. Individual cotmseling and
guidance is given to students when their conduct is not in keeping
with the standards of the school and of the group, Ihe few cases
which need reporting, are referred to the principal for corrective
action.
Student assistants are given experiences that have value,
both for their high school career and later life. They take part
in book selection, technical processes such as typing and filing
cards, planning and executing displays, and circulation routines.
Such experiences often aid the personal and social adjuslanent of
students.
The Uversified Cooperative Training Program at Rochelle High
■^Klertrade Rancher, "Guidance Through Bools," National Ele
mentary Principal, XXXI7 (September, 195U), 205,
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School serves an important need of those students who must work to
help the family at home, and the library tries to provide materials
which will aid these students in being better workers. Books on
etiquette and on vocational guidance are housed in a special section
•tiiat is easily accessible to students. It can be assumed that the
social guidance program of the library is functioning well at the
psresent time at Rochelle High School,
Guidance in using the library.—Before students can tise
library materials effectively they must know where to find them and
how to use them, Douglas^ has said that each pupil and teacher needs
to know certain fundamental techniques in using books and libraries.
With the knowledge that library skills should be taught, the
librarian at Rochelle High School sets up a program of library in¬
struction for the pupils, The librarian begins the program of
instruction with the seventh grade class during the first six weeks
of the school year. The English teacher brings each class to the
library for two class periods a week and formal instruction is given
in the arrangement of the library, and how to use the various kinds
of materials which can be found in the library. At the end of the
lessons students are given a test to detennine the effectiveness of
the instruction and the ability of the students to use the resources
of the library. During 'Hie past school term the 12th grade English
%ary P, Douglas, Teacher-Librarian*s Handbook (Chicago;
American Library Association, I9li9), p. U3u
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teachra: brought her classes to the library for additional instruction
in introductory methods of research. The tena paper which the
students produced served as the.culmination of this unit of work.
Library Services to Teachers
Library services to teachers are necessary and important
if the library program is to be effective. Cooperation between the
librarian and the teacher is mandatory, Rossoff had this to say about
teachers and the library:
The classrocm teacher determines the success or
failure of a library program, or of any educational pro¬
gram for that matter. It is the classroom teacher who
most strongly influences the qualily and amount of
library use by pupils. He initiates and follows up
library activity. He is in the best position to recog¬
nize a library-learning situation when it arises and to
capitalize on it. He establishes for the pupils a
relationship between what they are doing in the library
and what is going on in the classroom,^
The type of cooperation that exists between teachers and
the librarian often contributes to the success or failure of the
library program. At Rochelle High School the librarian does the
following things in serving the teacher: (l) makes library materials
easily accessiblej (2) prepares notices of new materials available
in the library; (3) assembles materials such as books, audio-visual
aids, pamphlets, and clippings, so tiiat they may be carried to the
classroom or put in a special place in the library for use by the
students; (it) discusses projects or units of work with teachers and
^Martin Rossoff, The Librsury in High School Teaching (New
York: H, ¥, Wilson Co,, p, 0,
3h
offers help in evaluating available materials for use with these
projects; (5) offers s\aggestions for displays and provides any
available material to help execute them; (6) coii5)iles bibliographies
and reading lists for classroom purposes; (?) reports pupil interest
to teachers concerned; (8) maintains a professional collection of
pamphlets and clippings as well as books; and (9) calls attention
to any article appearing in a periodical that she feels all or
certain teachers should read.
There is a faculty library committee at Rochelle High School
that aids in selecting books and materials, in planning for the library
program, and in helping to interpret to students and other teachers -Uie
place of the library in ttie school*
Summary
The library activities and services for students at Rochelle
ffl.gh School include providing books and materials for use by the
pupils with the idea of getting the right book to the right child
at the right time, in order to help him become a more skillful
reader and to help him solve personal problems. The program also
aims to teach the student how to use the library effectively to
obtain infonnation and for recreational reading.
Library services to teachers include cooperation in planning
the instructional program, assembling materials that will aid the
instructional program, interpreting the services of the library to
the teachers, and maintaining a well-rounded up-to-date professional
collection.
CHAPTER IV
PERSONNEL, FINANCE, QCARTERS AND EQJIFMENT
Services to pupils and teachers are important for any good
library, but before these services can be given there are many
technical aspects of the librazy program ehich must be considered.
Personnel is concerned eith the professional, paid person in charge
of the library} finance eith the budget as it applies to the library;
and quarters and equipment include the physical features of the
Rodielle High School Library, Each of the above factors Hill be
discussed and evaluated in the light of national, regional and state
standards.
Personnel
Ihe librarian is a very ioqjortant factor in an effective
library program. Some of the assets 'Which she should have in
addition 'to her professional training are: a keen in-berest in
books, 'the abili-ty to work with -teachers and parents and students,
and an unders-tanding of diildren. She should be a con^etent adminis-
tra-tor so -that -the library functions effectively and takes its
rightful place in the comple-te educational program.
Size and schedule of s'taff.--The library staff at Rodielle
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High School consists of one full-time professional librarian and
five student assistants. The librarian vtorks i^O hours a neek. The
student assistants are not paid and nark a total of 25 hours per
neek.
Standards for Personnel
There are three sets of standards nhich govern school library-
personnel. These are national, regional and s-tate s-tandards which
serve as criteria for measuring the effectiveness of -Uie library
program. They also serve as guides for inqproved services and an
ideal for which the library should strive.
Na-tlonal standards.—The wri-ber used School Libraries for
Tbday and Tomorrow; Functions and Standards^ for evalua-ting Rodielle
High School Libraiy in regard to personnel. This work stated that
there should be one professional librarian and one clerical assis-bant
for every 500 pupils. With an enrollment of 7U0 pupils, one pro¬
fessional librarian and no clerical assistant, the Rochelle High
School Libraxy does not meet the minimum national requiroaents.
Regional standards.—The evalua-ting conmit-bee of -the Southern
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges using Library Services^
section "F” of Evaluative Criteria recommends one professional librarian
and one clerical assis-bant for every 500 pupils. The enrollment of 7^(0
^American Library Association. School Libraries for Today
and Tomorrowi Funotiops and Stanclards, op. cit., pp. 16-18.
^Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, op.cit.
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pupils and one professional librarian does not meet regional standards.
State standards.—-Standards for personnel of the secondary
school in Florida are found in Standards for Accredita1a.on of Florida
Sdiools^ which requires a full-time librarian for schools with from
301 to 1000 pupils* With an enrollment of 7U0 pupils, the Rodhelle
High School Library meets minimum state requirements for personnel
in tire school library.
Provision for staffing the library throughout the day.—No
provision is made for staffing the library so that tire librarian may
have a free unscheduled period each day. Since the library is open
diring the lunch hour, the librarian must eat lunch in the workroom
in order that some supervision is maintained throughout the day.
Professional training of the librarian*—The librarian at
Rochelle High School Is certified by tiie Florida State Department
of Education* She holdls a Bachelor of Science degree ficom Bethune-
Ck)okman College in D^tona Beach, Florida and has earned US graduate
semester hours in library service at Atlanta University, Atlanta,
Georgia* She has had 30 years of teaching experience as a classroom
teacher, served three years as teacher-librarian of the Rochelle
Junior High School and three years as full-time librarian at Rochelle
Junior>^enior High School*
NatiLonal standards*—^In the light of national standards, the
professional preparation of the library personnel of the Rochelle
^Florida State Department of Education, op* cit., p* 28.
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High School Librazy meets the miniimim requirements of a college
degree and 2h semester hours of library training to serve up to
1000 pupils.
Regional standards.—In relation to regional standards the
professional preparation of -the librarian at Rochelle High School
meets minimum requirements as set forth in the regional standards
mentioned earlier.
State standards.--The professional preparation of the
librarian meets minimum state standards as set forth by the Florida
State Department of Education.
Status of the librarian.—The librarian at Rochelle High
School is a recognized member of tdie faculty and enjoys the same
privileges as 'Uie other teachers. She is considered as head of a
department and receives on the basis of professional training and
experience, the same salary as that of other faculty members. The
librarian is employed during the regular session of nine months sith
her annual salary paid in 12 monthly installments.
Activities of the Librarian
The activities of the sdiool librarian are many and the
technical aspects must be planned so that a large portion of the
time during the neek is spent working with students and teachers.
There is no cooperative cataloging, and the librarian must do all
of the technical work involved. Wilson cards are used whenever
funds are available to purchase them.
Work with students and teachers.—The librarian at Rochelle
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High School spends 60 percent of her time working with students and
teachers and liO percent of her time with the technical aspects of
the library* Ihis includes selection of books and other materials,
technical processes, publicity, shelving, mending and marking books.
Participation in curriculum planning.—The librarian parti¬
cipates to a great extent in the curriculum planning program of the
school by serving as chaiman of the curriculum committee.
Librarian’s responsibility for general activities.—^Library
authorities recommend that the librarian participate in activities
of the sdiool other than those restricted to the library. The
librarian at Rochelle High School is a member of the library, curriculum,
discipline, scholarship and athletic committees and seirves as advisor
for the Library Club.
Reports to principal*—The librarian makes an annual report
to the principal of Rochelle High School* She does not make monthly
reports to the principal, but holds conferences with the principal
on the progress of the library or any problems whidi arise as needed.
Community activities.—The librarian at Rochelle High School
participates in community activities. She is a member of Mt. Pleasant
A, M. E. Qiurch in the community and a member of the Girl Scout
Steering Committee for Polk County, Florida.
Finance
The appropriations in the public schools in Floricta are based
on the average daily attendance. An interview with the principal^ of
^Interview with S* N, Lewis, Principal Rochelle Senior High
School, May 19, 1959*
Rochelle High School reveals that the average daily attendance in
the Rochelle High School and average expenditure per pupil for iJie
years listed are as follows: 1955-1956 average daily attendance
was 57U with an expenditure of $1«U9 per pupilj 1956-1957 average
daily attendance was 583 with an expenditure of $2*10 per pupil;
1957-1958 average daily attendance was 595 with an e^enditure of
$1.58 per pupil; 1958-1959 average daily attendance was 651* with an
expenditure of $1.71 per pupil. No money was allotted for audio¬
visual supplies except for the school year 1955-1956. This appro¬
priation was due to the fact that the school was preparing for
evaluation by the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges
and the collection at that time fell far below tiie state standard.
Table 5 indicates the distribution of expenditures for books
and periodicals, pamphlets, audio-visual materials and supplies in
the Rochelle High School Library for a four-year period, 1955-1959.
The table reveals that the largest portion of the budget was used
for printed materials. A very small percentage of the budget was
spent for audio-visual materials. The Polk County Board of Public
Instruction maintains a central film library, but does not have any
o'Uier type of audio-visual matezdals.
Amount and source of income.—^The local school board with
supplements the State Beparbaent of Education constitute the
sources of support of libraries in the public schools of Florida.
The budget for Rochelle High Sdhool Library for the term 195&-1959
was approximately $1,152.83 with $998.37 spent for library materials.
TABLE 5




1955-1956 1956-1957 1957-1958 1958-1959
Books and
Pamphlets $613.16 $706.85 $695.81 $785,147
Periodicals 167.16 201.05 196.87 212.90
Audio-visual
Materials • • • 57.145 • • • • • •
Supplies 79.ia 160.55 U9.U1 I5I4.I6
Tbtal $559.73 $1125.90 $9142.09 $1152.53
The appropriation per pupil at Rochelle High School ranged from |1»U9
for the 1955-1956 adiool year to $1.76 for the 1958-1959 school term,
with $2.10 the maxLraum appropriation for the 1956-1957 school terra.
Adequacy of Income
National standards.—According to national standards the
total annual budget of the Rochelle High School Library should have
been $1,110.00 allowing $1.50 per child for 7li0 pupils. .The appro¬
priated budget of $L,152*53 for the 1958-1959 school term meets the
proposed minimum national requirements.
Regional standards.—Regional standards require a minimum
of $1.25 per child end on this basis the Rochelle High School Library
budget should be $925*00, The appropriated budget of $1,152.53 does
meet minimum regional standards.
1^2
State standards*—-Florida state standards are in line with
national standards of $1.^0 per child and exceed regional standards.
According to the Standards for Accreditation of Florida Schools^
an annual appropriation of not less tiian tl«00 per pupil for grades
one through 12; and an annual appropriation of $.50 per pupil for
audio-visual materials should be included in the library budget.
The appropriation for the Rochelle High S^ool Library for the
1958-1959 school year does meet minimum state requirements, although
none of this appropriation included the purchase of audio-visual
materials.
Administration and Operation of the Budget
Rochelle High School Library operates on a budget from the
local board with state aid. The librarian has the sole responsibility
for the acbninistration and organization of l^e library. The city
supervising principal notifies the principal of the allocation for
the library and the principal in turn notifies the librarian. The
librarian then uses the allocation to build an adequate collection
and meet requests for new materials in the school library.
The librarian has the responsibility of planning for the
expenditure of funds for materials, and encourages other faculty
members to make suggestions for purchase. The final decision rests
with the librarian, subject to the approval of the principal and
^Florida State Department of Education, op. cit., p. 25*
superintendent. Library funds are available for the purchase of
materials once a year, the order for materials for the ensuing
year being made the previous spring. In the case of books not being
received a substitute order can be made. This practice is not in
accord Kith the recommendation made by the Committee on Standards
of the American Library Association^ Dhicb recotmuends that funds
from the book budget should be available throughout the school year
so that book orders may be staggered for the purchase of nen books
and materials to meet the needs of pupils and teachers as they arise.
Book orders are sent to the office of 1he County Superintendent who
sends them or to a Jobber.
Financial records.--The librarian at the Rochelle High School
keeps a record of all receipts and expenditures for each school year.
No record is required by the principal or supervising principal.
Quarters and Equipment
The Rochelle High School Library is located on the main
corridor of the senior high school building. It consists of a large
well-equipped reading room with open adjustable shelves, a workroom,
two conference rooms, and two storage rooms. The floor space of 20^9
square feet is covered with black and grey tile. There are 10 rec¬
tangular tables which allow a seating capacity of 70 students. This
gives seating space for 10 percent of the school's enrollment.
^American Library Association. School Libraries for Today
and Tomorrowt Functions and Standards, op. cit., p. 25.
Conference Room^ Workroonij Office and Storage Space
It has been recommended by library authorities that conference
room space be provided in the library for students and teachers to
i«ork together on group projects* Roch&Lle High School Library has
tNO conference rooms with one table each that will seat eight people
comfortably. A itorkroom is provided mlth adequate storage space,
desk and typewrtter. 'Diere is no book truck, nor is there a step
stool Khich is needed to reach liie top shelves of the storage area.
Standard equipment.—^Rochelle High School Library's e(5iip-
ment is in good condition and in sufficient quantity to meet the
needs of the school library program. Listed below are "Uie types
of equipment to be found in the library: Built in magazine display
shelves, two vertical files, 10 tables, 70 chairs, one card catalog
with 12 trays, one revolving dictionary stand, one rectangular up¬
right newspaper stand with 10 sticks, one typewriter, a charging
desk, desk for the librarian in the workroom, two stationary
bulletin boards, one portable peg board, six electrical outlets
and one sink with irunning water.
Audio-visual equippont.—The following types of audio-visual
equipment are owned by the Rochelle High School Library: one l6mm
projector, one film-strip projector, two tape recorders, four
record players, one globe and 3^ recordings.
lighting and acoustics.—Lighting facilities at Rochelle High
Sdiool are excellent. There are six large windows on the entire south
wall of the library. There are 10 florescent lights in the ceiling
and five transoms on the indide corridor which provide adequate lighting
and ventilation
Appearance of the library.—The Hochelle High School Library
is attractive. The walls are painted light green with a white acousti¬
cal tile ceiling. Tlie furniture is of light oak and is well-kept. The
circulation desk is adjacent to the exit to the corridor, but across
the TOom from the workroom. The library has functional equipment,
good pictures, and several green plants which contribute to its
attractiveness.
National standards.--TheeRochelle High School Library does not
meet minimum standards for seating. For an enrollment of 7U0 pupils
it should be able to seat 110 students at one time; however, only 70
students can be seated at one time.
Regional standards.—Regional standards for school libraries
require that -ttie library should be able to accommodate l5 percent of
the school enrollment. This would mean that the library should seat
111 pupils to meet this requirement. Only 70 pupils or 10 percent of
the enrollment can be seated at one time.
State standards.—State standards require that the library
should be able to seat l5 percent of the enrollment and Rodielle
High School wi-Ui an enrollment of 7U0 pupils does not meet this
requirement.
The personnel of Rochelle High School Library consists of one
trained librarian, who is certified by the state, works ijO hours a
week, has faculty status, serves on committees in the school.
h6
participates in sdiool activities other than libraiy activities,
works with students and teachers, and participates in curriculum
planning and community activities. She reports to the principal
annually in writing the progress of the library*
The Rochelle High School Library is financed by allocations
based on the average daily attendance. !lhis appropriation is spent
by the librarian with the approval of the principal. Orders are
placed through the County Superintendent's Office, but financial
records are kept by the librarian. Funds are available for pur¬
chase only once a year, which is not the recommended procedure
for using available funds. The appropriation for the library is
not up to minimum standards according to national, regional and
state standards.
Quarters and equipment of the Rochelle High Sdaool Library
are adequate for the size of the school. There are tito conference
rooms, a workroom, a reading room, tMo storage rooms, desk and a
typewriter. Tteo bulletin boards, a peg board, electrical outlets,
a sink with running water, magazine shelving, a 12-drawer card
catalog, one dictionary stand, one dictionary-atlas stand, a news¬
paper stand with 10 sticks make the equipment of Rochelle Hi^ School
Library adequate and help to make the room attractive.
Audio-visual equipment is not adecyiate for the number of
pupils and teachers served. There are four record players and two
tape recorders, but only one each of a l^ma projector, filmstrip
projector and globe. There is no opaque projector, but there is a
collection of 35 recordings.
Lighting facilities and acoustics are good. The natural
light afforded from the entire nail of nindoMSf the transoms opening
on the corridor and the florescent lights in i^e ceiling provide




The present-day conception of a library is that it is more
than a collection of books resting on shelves to be tended by the
person in charge. It has become knoen as the materials center, a
depository for all types of materials ehich aid the teaching and
learning process.
A materials center functioning properly brings togetiier in
one place books, audio-visual, and other instructional materials,
or information on hoe to get lixose not provided in the center*
The materials are diosen carefully by those eho mill use them, and
organized and administered toeard one goal, mi^ng them as accessi¬
ble and as useful as possible in the school program. Tlie school
library becomes a materials center only ehen equal consideratioji.
is given all types of materials in developing the collection and
services offered.^
This chapter Hill evaluate the materials collection of the
Rodielle High School Library, Standard checklists of books and
periodicals for school libraries mere used to determine the extent
to Hhich titles in the collection are included in basic book selection
^American Library Association. Sdiool Libraries for Today
and Tcmorrow; Functions and Standards, op. cit., pp. 11-12.
h9
tools*
The library has a two-fold purposes (1) to provide a well-
balanced book collection for the use of pupils and teachers in all
areas of school lifej and (2) to build up a collection of books for
general use liiat will appeal to pupils of different ages, interests,
reading levels, and temperaments, and to help develop within pupils
a desire for good reading and an appreciation for good literature.
There must be several kinds of books in order for the library to
serve its purpose. There must be (l) books for ready reference;
(2) books in all fields of knowledge, science, art, language, bio¬
graphy, history, travel and literature; and (3) books for pleasure
reading and those which do not have anytoing to do with school
assignments.
Books in Bochelle High School Library were checked against
A Basic Book Collection for Junior High Schools. Table 6 reveals
the holdings of this library in the 10 major classes of the Dewey
Decimal Classification System with the percentage of books, in the
Rochelle Library in each class. Only in philosophy does the library
have all of the books listed in this basic book selection tool. Of the
total of l,00li titles listed, the Rochelle Library has 331 titles or
32*? percent. These figures indicate that the collection needs many
additions to come up to the standard of this book selection tool.
Table t reve^^s the holdings of the Rochelle High School
Library as chedced in A Basic Book Collection for High Schools as
they are distributed in the 10 major categories of the Dgwey Decimal
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TABLE 6
LIBRARY HOLDINGS REPRESENTED IN A BASIC BOOK COLLECTION









General Works 16 l6 100.0
Philosophy 9 9 100,0
Religion 17 6 35.3
Social Science 108 37 31*^2
Language 6 2 33.3
Science 97 h6 li7.1*
Useful Arts 9U 16 17.0
Fine Arts 92 19 20,6
Literature li6 6 13.0
History 286 60 20.9
Biography • • • 28 • • •
Fiction 189 58 30.6
Short-story 13 6 U6.1
Magazines 31 22 70.9
Total lOOU 331 32.9
System. In social science^the Rochelle High School Library has Ul.3
percent of the titles listed, but the libraiy has only 501 books of
the l,5l6 titles listed or 33 percent of the total (see Table 7).
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TABLE 7










General Works 37 20 Sh.O
Philosoidiy 13 6 hS.l
Religion 11 7 63.6
Social Science 1U5 60 Ul.3
Language 21 6 28.5
Science 99 53 53.5
Useful Arts 156 70 ' UU.8
Fine Arts 138 29 21.0
Literature 163 » 33 20.2
History 328 55 10.6
Biography • • • 31 • • •
Fiction 303 115 37.9
Short-story h3 6 13.9
Magazines 59 30 50.8
Total I,5l6 501 33.0
Ihe Standard Catalog for High School Libraries is considered
one of the best tools for selecting books for high school libraries.
It Has also used to dieck the holdings of Rochelle High School
Library (see Table 8),
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TABLE 8
LIBRARY HOLDINGS REPRESENTED IN THE STANDARD CATALOG ¥OR









General Works 75 36 148,0
ftiilosophy 59 23 38.9
Religion 147 II4 29.7
Social Sciences U23 98 23.1
Language 56 13 23.2
Pure Science 1455 112 2U.6
Applied Science U16 100 /2lt.G
Fine Arts 266 71 26.6
Literature 375 52 13.8
History 6U0 63 9.8
Biography 622 U8 7.7
Fiction IO5I4 96 9.1
Short Story 129 18 13,9
Total 14,617 7I4I4 16,1
There is a total of 2,58U titles and 2,76? volumes in the
Rochelle High School Library. Of the 2,58U titles, 1,075 or Ul.6
percent are found in the Basic Book Collection series; 7UU or 28,8
percent are found in the Standard Catalog and Supplements. The
remaining titles are found in other book selection aids as tiie
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Children’s Catalog, Booklist^ and Recommended Books for Florida
Schools.
Adequaqy of the Book Collection
The total of 2,58U titles of the Rochelle High School Library,
TUii are listed in the Standard Catalog for High School Libraries.
These titles are distributed as follows: 36 or I.I4 percent in general
works; 23 or .8 percent in philosophy; llj or .5 percent in religion;
98 or 3.8 percent in social science; 13 or .5 percent in language;
112 or fi.3 percent in science; 1(X) or 3*9 percent in applied science;
71 or 2.8 percent in fine arts; 52 or two percent in literature; 63
or 2,h percent in history; ii8 or 1.9 percent in biography; 96 or
3.7 percent in fiction; and I8 or .7 percent in -the short story
collection.
The collection of the Rochelle High School Library is weak
in "Uie following subject areas: occupations, intergroup under¬
standing, World affairs and books for retarded readers. The general
reference collection is fair as at least one set of the basic ency¬
clopedias, and a good reference tool in each field is included for
each subject of the curriculum. There were many titles purchased
within the last five years, but at least one-third of the collection
was purdiased more than five years ago. The collection has been
built around the basic checklists, but shows a weakness in science,
fine arts, literature and fiction.
National standards.—The book collection of the Rochelle High
School Library does not meet national minimum requirements of 3,500
titles for an enrollment of 500 pupils. According to national
standards, there should be a minimum of 5>100 titles for an enroll¬
ment of 7ii0 pupils. This nould meet the requirement of seven books
per pupil.
Regional standards.—The book collection of the Rochelle High
School Library does not meet the minimum regional standards of five
books per pupil. There should be 3,700 titles to meet •tois standard,
and there are only 2,5BU titles in tiie collection ithich means that
the collection is l,ll6 titles short of the standard.
State standards.—The state requires a nell selected col¬
lection of books for school libraries. No specific number of
titles per pupil is listed, but it is recommended that the basic
book selection aids be used in building up the collection. Since
the standard book selection aids for dioosing books for high school
libraries are used in building up the collection of Eodielle High
School Library, it may be assumed ttiat the library ii»ith 2,58U titles
is meeting state standards.
Organization and Administration of the Book Collection
Standards for organizing the school library recjiire that every
library book should be classified, cataloged, have a shelf-list card
and an accession number so that an inventory can be taken. The book
collection at Rochelle High School is classified according to the
Dewey Decimal Classification System. There is an organized card
catalog, shelf-list and an accession record book. Cutter numbers
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are not used, iiith only the class number plus the first initial of
the author’s last name are used for marking the spines of the books.
Wilson printed cards are used for all books for whidi the cards are
available and catalog cards are made for those books for nhich Wilson
cards are not available. There is an annual inventory of all labora¬
tory materials taken during the last week of each school term.
Periodicals
Magazines and nenspapers in the library collection greatly
enhance the usefulners of the library for they bring reliable
current information to pupils and teachers. This information
■would be out-dated if staidents had to wait for it to be published
in book form, and so -the periodical collection keeps students abreast
of happenings on the international, national, and local scene.
Magazine holdings.—Ihe Rochelle High School Library sub¬
scribes to 68 periodicals. These periodicals are spread over each
of the fields covered by the curriculum and are selected according
to standards set up in Magazines for School LibrariesTable 9
shows the magazine holdings of Rochelle High School Library based
on the work cited above with the percentage of magazines that are
found in Rochelle High School Library. The table reveals that of
the 68 magazine subscriptions 29.56 percent of than were on the
Martin list. The number of subscriptions in each area represen'bed
ranged from one to five, with at least one periodical in each area.




MAGAZINE HOLDINGS BASED ON -mE MARTIN LIST,
MAGAZINES POE SCHOOL LIBRARIES
Subject Areas
Number of Magazines







Pets 20 h 20.0
Art 12 3 25.0
Book Reviews and
Creative IWriting lU k 28.5
Aviation 15 1 6.6
Current Comments
and Personalities 22 5 22.7
Drama 5 1 20.0
Family Life and
Consumer Education 7 h 57.1
Fashion and Beauty
Aids 6 5 83.3
Fiction and the
American Scene 6 h 66.6
Handicrafts - 8 1 12.5
The Home 8 U 50.0
Music 9 1 11.1
Nature Studty 7 2 28.5
Outdoor Life 11 2 18.1
Photography 5 1 20.0
Radio 7 1 lU.2
School and Club
Activity 13 3 23.0
Science 9 2 22.2
Social Problems 16 5 31.2
Vocational and
Business Interests 18 2 11.1
Women’s Fiction 5 h 80.0
World Today 7 U 57.1
Others • • • 5 w • •
•Dotal 230 68 29.5
Table 9 also reveals that there are five professional maga¬
zines included in the number which do not appear on ttie Martin list,
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Ihe magazines are distributed in various subject areas so that there
mill be some professional literature for aU tea<diers in the several
areas of the curriculum. A fern magazines that could be considered
professional are also used by the students^ and mere not counted as
professional. Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, Progressive
Farmer, and Farmer's Digest are three of these magazines. Some
magazines are discarded at the end of the school year because of
limited storage space; others are kept for reference purposes for
a period of three to five years. The library has no bound volumes
of magazines.
National standards.-Magazines in the Rochelle High School
Library mere checked against those listed in Martin’s Magazines for
School Libraries and the Basic Book Collection for High Schools.
'Ihe magazine collection is a balanced collection mhich meets the
needs of the sdiool. There are TliO pupils enrolled in Rochelle
High School and the library subscribes to 68 periodicals. The
minimum requirements of 20 to 1|0 magazines for schools mith an
enrollment of over 500 pupils is being met by the Rodielle High
Sdiool Library.
Regional standards.—^Regional standards call for a minimum
of 30 to 50 periodicals for schools mith an enrollment of 501 to
1,000 pupils. Rochelle High School Library meets the minimum
regional standards by having subscriptions to 68 periodicals.
State standards.—According to Standards for Accreditation
of Florida Schools^ the school library should subscribe to a variety
^Florida State Department of Education, op. cit.
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of suitable magazines* Rochelle High School Library subscribes
to 68 various magazines ni-Ui a coverage of every field in the
curriculum and some general and nens magazines^ so that it meets
minimum state requirements.
Newspapers*—"The library should provide for a local and at
least one newspaper with state and national coverage*"^ The Rochelle
High School Library subscribes to five newspapers* Two of these news¬
papers are daily newspapers which have local, state, and national
coverage of the news* Among the three weekly newspapers subscribed
to one is a national weekly, one is a source of national news about
the Negro, and the other is a source of state and local news about
the Negro.
The Rochelle High School Library does not have a Kardex or a
similar file to record magazine and newspaper holdings, but the
librarian uses magazine cards to die(^ in the magazines* This file
is kept in a box and is easily accessible to check holdings and to
list missing nmabers.
Audio-l^sual Materials
It has been pointed out in this study that the county main¬
tains a central film depository; for all county sdhools. The RodieLle
High School Library has a few recordings and filmstrips which are
^American Library Association. Sdiool Libraries for Today and
Tomorrow: Functions and Standards, op* cit*, p* 23*
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circulated to classrooms upon request by teadiers. The library
contains four recordings for use in business education, six recordings
for use in literature, five recordings of folk-dancing and 20 of classi¬
cal and semi-classical music. A picture HJtM is maintained by the
librarian. Pictures are clipped from magazines and other ephemereal
materials and placed in properly labeled folders. These are circu¬
lated upon request to teachers.
Adequaqy of audio-viiual materials.—The audio-visual materials
of Rochelle High School are inadequate for the needs of students and
teachers. Non-book material can be more meaningful often in teaching
some pupils for they learn fran seeing a picture or hearing a
recording. The small cpantity of filmstrips and the lack of an
opaque projector leave much to be desired in this area.
Pami:Ailets
Die Rochelle High School Library has an accumulation of
pami^let material nhich has come through orders and as gifts. Mai^r
of these pamphlets are used as often as books for they deal with
topics of current interest and offer valuable information on units
of Dork being studied in the classrocnns. The pamphlets are filed
in folders in the vertical file 1:^ subject. Because of their rapid
accumulation they are needed annually and discarded nhen they are
no longer of service. The collection mas checked for pamphlets nhich
had been added during the period of 1956 to 1959. There mere 97
pan?)hlets added in 1956, 85 in 1957, 70 in 1958, and 89 in 1959.
Procedures for ordering pamphlets.—The librarian at Rochelle
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High School Library uses the standard sources for selecting and
ordering pamj^let materials such as the Vertical File Service Catalog
and the Standard Catalog for High School Libraries*
Classroom Collections
Ihere are no classroom collections at the Rochelle Hi^
School otiier than those collections borrowed from the school library
for short x>ex‘iods of time. This is due to the fact that the collection
is not of sufficient quantity to afford duplications, and to the fact
that the centralized library affords an atmosphere more conducive
to individualized study than does the classroom.
Special Collections
The professional books in the Rochelle High School Library
form tile only special collection at Rochelle High School. The
collection was started by the present librarian and is housed in a
separate section of shelves in the reading room. There are 35 books
in this collection, and only 10 were added during the school year
1958-1959. These books are purchased from the general libraxy budget,
although some authorities feel that professional books should be
purchased from other fhnds.
The librarian is responsible for organizing the professional
collection, but depends to a great extent on the principal and
teachers to aid her in selecting the books for this collection, as
it is believed that it will be more meaningful if done this way.
Summary
The materials collection is the most important part of the
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library because it is through the use of materials that students
and teachers ;get the benefit of the librarian's training, experience,
and ingenuity* This chapter has served to evaluate the materials
collection of the Rochelle High School Libraty. It has been found
•that the books in the Bodielle High School Library have been selected
fl*om -the basic book selection aids recommended for use in building up
the collection for high school libraries, and that inrhile the book
collection is not up to national and regional requiremen'bs on a per
pupil basis, the quality of the collection is good. Since state
s-bandards did not list a numerical qaan'tity, it can be assumed that
•the book collection mee^ts s^tate standards*
The magazine holdings for Rochelle High School Library are
good* There are a -total of 68 periociical subscriptions iihich cover
every field of the curriculum, general areas of information, and
professional magazines for teachers. According -to national, regional
and state standards it is found that the Rochelle High School Library
meets minimum requirements of each of -these agencies.
The Rochelle High School Library is greatly lacking in audio-
■visual ma-berial and equipment. The lack of an opaque projec-tor,
additional records, and -the limited number of filmstrips keep -the
audio-visual collection from approaching minimum requirements in
ei-ther national, regional or s-ta-be s-bandards. Lack of money for -the
purchase of ecjuiiMent and materials make it impossible to overcome
-this inadequacy*
The supply of pamphle-bs at Rochelle High School is adeqpiate*
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Uiis is due in part to the large number of pamphlets that can be
received free and to the generosity of several of the business
firms located Hithin the city.
The classroom collections at Rochelle High School are fee in
number. This is due to the inadequacy of the collection and to the
central location of the library iiithin the school making it easily
accessible to all pupils and teachers, and to the fact that there
are not enough books in any subject area to pull from the library
collection and possibly deny their use to other students of the
school.
The professional collection of materials housed in the
library is the only special collection in Rochelle High School Library.
This collection outs across subject lines aUoeing £er materials in
every field of the curriculum and some general Horks dealing Kith
guidance, discipline and social problems.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This itucljr has sought to evaluate the Rochelle School
Libraiy in the light of national, regional and state standards for
school libraries; and to ascertain the extent to which the library
contributes toward the educational aims and objectives of the school.
After conducting this survey the following conclusions have
been drawn:
1. That the Rochelle High School Library strives to con¬
tribute toward the educational aims and objectives of
the school through:
a. Creating an atmosphere conducive to good stu(|y
habits and a love of the best in literature.
b. Providing stimulating activities for the student
assistants through their assistance in planning
for and participating in sudi library activities
as assembly programs, bulletin board displays,
selecting materials for purchase, technical pro¬
cesses such as typing and filing cards, marking and
shelving books, and circulation duties.
c. Cooperating with teachers and administration in
selecting materials which will supplement the
curriculum offerings, and lead students to read
for pleasure. '
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2 • 'Ihat the materials collection atibchelle High Sdiool is
Inadequate for meeting the needs of the pupils in some
areas, and that there is a need for continuous building
up of the collection.
3. That the personnel of Rochelle High School Library is
inadequate for the enrollment, for it does not meet
national, regional and state standards.
Ii. That the financial support is inadequate for meeting the
needs of the pupils, and falls belon national and regional
standards.
That the quarters and equipment meet the requirements of
national and state standards.
Recommenda tions
In the light of the study conducted by the librarian and the
conclusions draivn the following recommendations are made:
1. That additional funds be made available for use in
building up the materials collection, especially with
titles published in the last five years.
2. That studjy halls be removed from the library, at least
some of the periods in the day, so that the librarian
can be freed of the responsibility of supervising these
pupils and can use this time to give additional attention
to librairy needs of pupils and teachers.
3. That the present book collection, even though inadequate,
be weeded for unnecessary duplicates and out-of'-date
volumes
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1^. That additional funds be made available for the purchase
of audio-visual materials and equipment, especially for
the purchase of an opaqpie projector*
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